
 
K-PAS resistive load is a consignment that contains no inductance or capacitance with pure 
resistance. K-PAS  resistive load can also be defined as a non reactive load, which does not 
react easily with other metals  and  defined as a self-contained, unitized, systematic device 
that includes load elements with control and accessory devices are  inbuilt for operation. 

 

 

K-PAS  resistive load bank provides equivalent loading for both generators and prime 
movers. That is, for each kilowatt (or horsepower) of load applied to the generator by the load 
bank, an equal amount of load is applied to the prime mover by the generator  
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K-PAS  resistive load bank provides 
equivalent loading for both generators and 
prime movers.  

LOAD BANK  RANGES 

230V 1 PHASE :500W  -  50 KWATTS 

415 V 3 PHASE:1KW   -  250 KWATTS 

DC  6- 300 V     : 500 W – 100 KWATTS 

ACCURACY: 5% 

LOAD            : 0 -  100% 

Resistive load bank 
 



 

 

K-PAS resistive load bank is created by the conversion of electrical energy to heat via high-
power resistors such as grid resistors. This heat must be dissipated from the load bank,  by air 
, by forced means or convection. 

K-PAS Resistive  loads , a resistive load simulates real-life resistive loads, such as 
incandescent lighting and heating loads as well as the resistive or unity power factor 
component of magnetic (motors, transformers) loads. 

K-PAS  uses  high quality  nicrome  load resistor wires  with fan cooling,  portable and 
moved from generator to generator for 
test purposes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K-PAS 

K-PAS Load banks are used in a variety of 
applications, including: 

 Factory testing of turbines and engine 
diesel generator sets 

 Reduction of wet stacking problems 
 Periodic exercising of stand-by engine 

generator sets 
 Battery and UPS system testing 
 Ground power testing 
 Load optimization in prime power 

applications 
 Removal of carbon build-up on piston 

rings 
 Load rejection test 

Manufactured By: - 

K-PAS INSTRONIC ENGINEERS  INDIA PVT LTD 
PLOT NO: 16, MABEL AVENUE,  
BETHAL NAGAR, 
SAI NAGAR EXTENSION, 
THORAIPAKKAM,  
CHENNAI – 600097.  
email : kpas123@hotmail.com;info@kpasinstronic.com 
Website:www.kpasinstronic.com 

 


